
Ernest Manning High School is a public secondary school 
located within the CBE school district in Calgary, Alberta.
The school prides themselves on ethics and fostering their 
students towards their highest personal potential. 

•  TC-651M
•  1x M-9000M
•  1x DA-250FH
•  1x WS-5265
•  1x WS-5325H

Products Used

Purpose

Installation Profile

Ernest Manning High School, Calgary, AB

Ernest Manning High School had reached out to TOA Canada to design the perfect audio 
system capable of meeting the requirements of their football field.   
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• A-9000M2 Series Amplifier
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• TC-651M Reflex Horn Speaker
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• DA-250FH Multichannel Power Amplifier
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• WS-5265 Wireless Handheld Kit
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• WS-5325H Wireless Headworn Mc Kit



Solution

Feedback

About TOA Canada Corporation 

TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
Facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
Proven track record of TOA product reliability.   

TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including,
Public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements. 

TOA Canada managed to exceed the school’s expectations, leaving them extremely satisfied
with the overall sound quality produced. They look forward to many more engaging games 
while depending on TOA’s reliable sound equipment. 

A large open football field is no match for TOA. TOA immediately created an audio system 
that utilized their powerful TC-651 Horns. TOA’s TC-651 Horns not only produce extremely
powerful audio capable of flooding the field, but also delivers crystal clear, intelligible
audio capable of immersing listeners while communicating with ease.  

ph: 1-800-263-7639 
fx:  1-800-463-3569

www.TOAcanada.com 
sales@toacanada.com 

Challenges

Due to the nature of their football field, this meant TOA needed to devise an audio system
powerful enough to reach a very large open outdoor space while overpowering ample ambient 
noise. Furthermore, the sound produced need to maintain the most clarity possible in order to
communicate effectively. 




